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About This Game

Ants is an especially challenging game of skill where you have to solve diverse and interesting puzzles that can be solved by
using the different tools you get on each stage. Note that each level has a unique solution and you will have to find it by using

previous and current stage clues. A correct solution will lead you to the next level and so on until getting to a complete solution
and finishing the game.

Inspired By Lemmings!

That morning there were no signs of trouble. Ants were working peacefully, when the storm suddenly rose and carried them far
away.

Now, the ants have to find their way back home, through all obstacles and dangers.
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They have all the necessary equipment in order to:
- Climb the walls

- Sail through waters
- Build tunnels

- Skydive
- Dig the pits

- Run through mazes

But to get back home poor ants will need to use the equipment wisely. And now you are the only one who can help them.
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Title: Ants! Mission of the salvation
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
SteelSeed
Publisher:
Starwind Games
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Celeron or AMD Athlon II X2/A-series

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Graphics 3000 or later, any NVidia/AMD card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Built-in sound card

English
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This game must have been in a bundle because it found its way into my library. I booted it up and tried playing it. It is now
hidden in my library.. I saw JRPG, I give like. Considering how much I played and enjoyed the free Android version, I had no
problem dropping the cash on this title (on sale of course). If you're on the fence about it, then check out the mobile versions as
a risk-free trial. Then, come back and earn some Steam goodies.

Warning:
This game is tough as nails.. GUNS & Squirrel Jerkyl!! This game is so epic! It made my sack drop 3 whole inches!!. Total
\ud83d\udca9. This game is an absolute mess that has apparently already been abandoned by its crummy developer. Says full
controller support but my Xbox 360 pad has yet to work with this POS. Played with the keyboard and was aghast at just how
horrible this game is.

Don\u2019t expect this to ever leave Early Access and do not waste your time and money on this turd

Dear developer - Stop polluting Steam and video games in general with your crap. \ud83e\udd2e. First of all, you're gonna need
a notepad and pen. This game will involve remembering numbers, names, dates and times. It is worth the effort though.

Corrosion: Cold Winter Waiting is a mysterious & atmospheric horror Point-and-Click style game. It is a good length ( about
4-6 hours ) with some tricky puzzles that i really enjoyed. Like, they actually make sense but aren't too simple to think up either
which was a really nice balance. The horror element was subtle at times but was always there and it is built up quite well.
The story was compelling and had some pretty great twists all throughout the game.

The only downside i found throughout the whole game was that the frustration build up from getting stuck in a puzzle can really
hinder the story and its flow. There is no hint system and you have to read every page, EVERY page in some instances to
activate the next goal. That frustration however, is nothing compared to how much i enjoyed this game and i would definitely
recommend this game.

 If horror point-and-clicks are your thing, definitely give it a go.. Dark Echo is a quite frustrating but unique 2d horror game.
You travel through levels by reflecting your loud footsteps to see where you are, use quiet footsteps to avoid enemies, and throw
something at the wall to attract enemies and/or see what's over there. The only reason I can say the game is frustrating is that the
game gets significantly harder as you progress and the second half of the game is basically just the same as the first, just with
opposite colors.
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Truly terrific, atmospheric game. The turn-based dungeon battles have excellent mechanics, and each class or enemy has it's
own tricks. The overall management of the town is also well-handled. The upgrades are clear and everything is transparent.

A great game for anyone who likes turn-based combat, difficult but fair games, and those looking for a strong horror feel.. I
honestly could not get past the "E" in the tutorial. BUt if you can manage pass it then enjoy. It's a syupid litlle game that very
closely, with cheaper mechanics, then that of Velocibox. But you're probably better of playing solitair on windows unless you
got the game with a cheap discount like 90% off.

i do recomend it for anyone interested in cracking this "E" tutorial xp but if you looking for a game to get into and lose yourself
in then you're looking at the wrong game. You won't get too far after you start playing.. Great game, i love point and click
adventure games, and this was one of the better ones ive played. I cant wait for chapter 2, this had a great blend of story,
comedy, strangness. When they mean, "The horse you sailed in on", they mean that litterally, lol.. comfy desu, great game to
wind down with
. Such a cute game!
+ I'm in love with the soundtracks!
+ Nice arcade graphics!
+ 3 Special Skills for orc and elf
+ Excellent Lore, loved it so far

- No leveling
- No talents or skills or points
- No upgrade system
- No point in playing more than once

Verdict:
5.5/10 -> Would buy if developers upgrade the game and add an upgrade system that can actually keep the player interested.
However, nice and simple story.. Less than an hour of gameplay and I already have all achievements. QQ. i r8 8/8 m8. A fun
game if your looking for a new BoI type game to play, i played a lot on ios and this version is even better and more polished.
The Devs also are great with feedback and very in touch with the community! Cheers!.
7 кг бананов/10. This game looks very good. Puzzles are very interesting yet simple enough not to be frustrating.

However the big thing I will critize is that it feels rather short.

Also, there is no story at all. I didn't even know what the hell I was doing. This might work for machinarium, but it feels kinda
empty here.
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